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Abstract

In war, women tend to suffer great harm, yet war also presents women with opportunities. The focus of this study is how Rome’s women experienced this harm and opportunity in the Second Punic War (218 – 201 BCE), where harm was the state’s regulation of élite women, and opportunity was their collaboration with that regulation to their advantage.

This study establishes that the Roman state regulated élite women between 216 – 207 BCE with eight measures that targeted their social and economic independence. It reassesses the primary evidence for these acts of regulation, with reference to the work of Pomeroy, Evans and Hänninen. The argument of this study is that this regulation occurred after Cannae (216 BCE) and persisted past 207 BCE, pace Bauman. It will be shown that this process of regulation was motivated by the state’s desire to acquire assets and establish public order.

This study further explores the ways in which élite Roman women collaborated in this regulation via religious rites c. 215 and in 204 BCE that promoted sexual virtue. It reassesses the primary evidence for these rites, and outlines the prominence of status and sexual virtue within them. Drawing on the work of Pomeroy, Hänninen, Schultz, and Langlands, the second core argument of this study is that these rites offered élite women an opportunity for status competition, and that they functioned as protective rites. It will be demonstrated that élite women used these rites to improve their status and participate in the religious protection of the state.

Rome’s women were regulated throughout the Second Punic War, and some élite women collaborated with that regulation for their own benefit. Such pragmatism during wartime has a modern descendent in the collaboration of some British suffragettes with the state in World War I. In both cases Venus (restrained) transformed harm into opportunity.
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Texts, Abbreviations, and Notes

Texts

The primary sources listed below are quoted within this study. This study draws heavily on Livy and Plautus, and uses the Oxford Classical Texts editions of Livy’s *Ab Urbe Condita* and Plautus’ *Comoediae*.

Latin


Watts, N. (editor and translator) *Cicero Orations: Pro Archia, Post Reditum in Senatu, Post Reditum ad Quirites, De Domo Sua, De Haruspicum Responsis*,

Winterbottom, M. (editor and translator) *The Elder Seneca Declamations, Volume 1.*

Winterbottom, M. (editor and translator) *The Elder Seneca Declamations, Volume 2.*

**Greek**


**Abbreviations**

aed. = Aedile.

*AJA* = American Journal of Archaeology.

*AJPh* = The American Journal of Philology.

*ANRW* = Aufstieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt.

BCE = Before the Common Era.

c. = Circa.

CE = Common Era.

cens. = Censor.

*ChHist* = Church History.


cos. = Consul.

cur. = Curule.

dict. = Dictator.

Festus p. x L = Lindsay, W. (editor) *Sexti Pompei Festi De verborum significatu quae*

ibid. = ibidem.

JR = The Journal of Religion.

JRH = Journal of Religious History.


pr. = Praetor.

p.max. = Pontifex Maximus.

REL = Revue des études latines.

s.a. = sub anno.

s.v. = sub uerbo.


tr. pl. = Plebeian Tribune.

viz. = uidelicet.

**Notes**

1. Primary source abbreviations are taken from the *Oxford Classical Dictionary*.

2. For quotes in Latin, this study uses u over v.